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FUNDRAISING FOR MIDDLE East 
and Africa-focused vehicles retreated 
sharply in 2016, amid ongoing caution 
from investors.

A total of $2.5 billion was raised for 
Middle East and Africa-focused private 
funds in 2016, while 16 new funds were 
launched during the year, according to 
data compiled by Bloomberg.

That’s below the $4 billion raised 
and 42 new funds launched in 2015, the 
Bloomberg data show.

The weaker fundraising environment 
comes as limited partners remain con-
cerned about the stability and outlook 
for these regions amid a suite of issues 
like the conflict in Syria and economic 
unrest in South Africa.

Africa Outlook
Despite the drop in fundraising, there 
are positive signs in Africa. Private 
equity deal flow in that region rose to 
$3.8 billion in 2016, from $2.5 billion 
in 2015, as activity in the energy sector 
spiked, according to the African Private 
Equity and Venture Capital Association.

The association said in a Feb. 28 
statement that North Africa was likely 
to continue to receive an increasing 
amount of transaction activity in that 
region as stability improves.

Limited partners are showing more 
interest in Africa but it is still tough to get 
them to invest, according to Old Mutual 
Alternative Investments Chief Executive 
Paul Boynton.

Investors Spy Opportunity in 
Africa But Remain Cautious
By AINSLIE CHANDLER

MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA

“Eight years ago, 10 years ago, it was 
difficult to get people to take a call on 
an Africa fund. Now we don’t find it dif-
ficult at all to get a slot in people’s diary, 
for a conversation. Getting a check 
written is still a challenge,” Boynton 
said, in a March 1 interview.

One of the biggest investment opportu-
nities in Africa is infrastructure, he said.

“The deficit estimated by the World 
Bank is $100 billion needs to be spent 
annually in Africa over the next 10 
years. Government and multilateral 
capacity to fund that is really no more 
than half,” Boynton said. “There’s a $50 
billion private sector opportunity, or 
requirement, really.”

Old Mutual’s $5 billion alternatives 
business manages private equity funds, 
funds of funds and impact funds.

Boynton said his primary concern with 
investing in Africa is jurisdictional risk.

“We don’t have a list of countries  
and say ‘these are no-go areas.’ We actu-
ally look at the opportunity set. If an 
opportunity arises, we assess the com-
mercial opportunity and we assess the 
jurisdictional risk,” he said. 

Carlyle Group could eventually raise 
an Africa-focused megafund, given the 
scale of opportunity in the market, 
according to Bill Conway, the firm’s 
co-founder and co-chief executive 
officer. “I think we’re early in Africa. I 
don’t think there’s another major fund 
that has an Africa business,” Conway 
said, on its February earnings call.

“Someday [about] 25 percent of the 
people on this planet will be in Africa, 
and so we’re there, we’re early, and 
we’re working hard. We’ve done some 
pretty interesting deals there and we do 
it because we think we can grow it  
into a larger … multi-billion dollar fund  
over time.”

Carlyle Group in 2012 closed on 
$698 million to invest in Sub-Saharan 
Africa and has since invested in com-
panies including CMC Networks, a 
pan-Africa and Middle East-focused 

telecommunications company, and 
Nigeria-based Diamond Bank Plc.

Middle East
While fundraising for buyout vehicles 
dedicated exclusively to the Middle East 
has been particularly slow, global funds 
have been circling deals in the area. 

Health care has proven to be a 
popular niche among fund managers  
in the Middle East and Africa. The 
Abraaj Group has been active in the 
space, making investments in busi-
nesses including Morocco-based health  
platform Oncologie & Diagnostic  
Du Maroc.

Dubai-based TVM Capital Healthcare 
Partners Ltd. in March said it plans to 
raise $250 million to invest in hospi-
tals, clinics and health care manufactur-
ers in the Middle East, Turkey and India. 
It hopes to secure a 25 percent annual 
return for the fund, founder and chair-
man Helmut Schuehsler told Bloomberg 
at the time. 

$2.5b
Amount raised in 2016 for exclusively Middle 

East and Africa-focused private funds

Fundraising for Middle East and 
Africa-Focused Private Funds

2012 2016

55 Funds  
Launched

Source: Bloomberg; Note: Includes funds that held closes 
during the period. Includes only funds focused exclusively 
on these regions and strategies.

15 Funds  
Launched

$7.9b

$1.1b

$9.1b

$3.9b

$2.5b
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Emerging Markets by the Numbers
By AINSLIE CHANDLER

Emerging markets have experienced a slump in private fundraising in recent years, as a wide variety of political and 
economic issues have kept some investors and fund managers at bay. Here are some key data points from 2016, 
according to data compiled by Bloomberg.

 Latin America/Caribbean  Eastern Europe  Middle East/Africa  Asia

$1.2b
Total raised for Eastern 
Europe funds in 2016

32%
Decline in Latin America and 
Caribbean fundraising from 
2015 to 2016 $740m

Total raised for HIG Brazil 
& Latin America Partners, 
which closed in April 2016

$3.2b
Total raised for Latin America 
and Caribbean funds in 2016 

$32.2b
Total raised globally for  

emerging markets funds in 2016
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Source: Bloomberg

233% 
Increase in Eastern European 
fundraising from 2015 to 2016

47.9%
Decline in fundraising for emerg-
ing Asia funds from 2015 to 2016 

$3.3b 
Size of Qianhai Fund of Funds, a fund 
of funds launched in January 2016 
to invest in Chinese private equity

$920m
Amount raised for Sequoia 
Capital India V, which 
closed in February 2016

$8b
Amount potentially being  
targeted by emerging-markets 
focused Abraaj Group for 
a global fund, according to 
a Bloomberg report from 
January. It would be the  
firm’s biggest fund

$24.9b
Total raised for emerging Asia funds in 
2016

46%
Decline in emerging markets  

fundraising from 2015 to 2016
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A DECLINE IN bank lending, combined 
with forecasts of increasing numbers of 
non-performing loans (NPLs) and dis-
tress in some sectors, are pushing up 
fundraising levels for emerging markets 
debt funds.

In 2016, $8.8 billion was raised for 
emerging markets debt funds, more 
than four times as much was raised for 
the asset class in 2015, according to data 
compiled by Bloomberg. 

“Private credit funds have actu-
ally exploded and there has been very 
strong take up from some types of 
LPs, yield-chasing LPs especially,” Vish 
Ramaswami, head of Asia-Pacific VC and 
PE Manager Research for Cambridge 
Associates, said in an interview.

“Those funds are growing in  
number and in capital under manage-
ment in Asia and they are also picking 
up steam in the Middle East as well. 
They usually have some kind of a 
coupon, it may or may not be amortiz-
ing, the way that they structure these 
credit instruments.”

Distress
A number of strategies are experiencing 
demand from investors and customers, 
including distressed debt, non-perform-
ing loans and direct lending for growth 
capital, Ramaswami said.

“Over the next few years it is possible 
that NPL strategies could pick up steam 
in both India and China,” he said. “Both 
countries have large non-performing 
loan portfolios in their banks and India 
is working on some new bankruptcy 
laws. China has a regime and they are 
trying to encourage more of that to 
come out.”

Among the biggest funds closed for 
emerging markets credit in 2016 was 
San Francisco-based Farallon Capital 
Management LLC’s third Asia special sit-
uations pool, which closed with $1.12 
billion in July. That fund will invest 
in businesses in both Asia and Latin 

Investors Embracing Emerging 
Markets Private Credit
By AINSLIE CHANDLER

CREDIT

America, Farallon said at the time. 
It follows the firm’s restructuring of 
Chinese developer Kaisa Group Holdings 
Ltd. in 2016.

Gramercy Funds Management, an 
emerging markets investment manager, 
in 2016 also closed on $1 billion for  
its third emerging markets distressed  
debt strategy.

That firm has about $6 billion in 
various emerging markets debt strat-
egies, including about $3 billion in 

Emerging Markets Debt Fundraising
Amounts raised vs. funds launched

long lock-up vehicles, according to 
Gustavo Ferraro, the firm’s head of Latin 
American markets.

Gramercy sees opportunities in dis-
tressed debt because banks are becom-
ing less active in lending for anything 
that does not have a “vanilla” structure, 
Gramercy’s Bradshaw McKee said, in a 
joint phone interview with Ferraro.

“Anything that has any complexity 
or uniqueness is becoming harder for 
lenders,” McKee said.

Gramercy is currently focused on 
Latin America, particularly Brazil and 
Argentina, McKee said.

In Argentina, the change of govern-
ment has been a plus for distressed inves-
tors because its market-friendly reforms 
to the energy and oil sectors have given 
investors greater visibility to invest, 
according to McKee. In Brazil, recent 
political and economic volatility has 
meant companies have needed to divest 
assets and created the need for capital.

Scale
Investors still underestimate the scale 
of opportunity in emerging markets 
credit, Greg Bowes, co-founder and 
managing principal of Albright Capital 
Management, which invests in emerg-
ing markets private equity and debt, 
said during a panel discussion at the 
SuperReturn International conference in 
Berlin on March 1.

“In the last six years, EM corporate 
credit has grown enormously, it’s now a 
$1.7 trillion - $1.8 trillion asset class; it is 
about the same size as the U.S. high yield 
market. Some people have missed that,” 
Bowes said.

“You have got $750 billion in matur-
ities coming in the next four years. If 
you assign a 15 percent default to that, 
you have $100 billion in defaulted debt. 
And there are really not a lot of value 
managers out there with the experi-
ence and the deal structuring skills to 
process that opportunity.”

2012 2016

10 Funds  
Launched

$0.3b

$3.2b

$1.7b

$8.8b

$2.8b

9 Funds  
Launched

Source: Bloomberg; Note: Includes funds that held closes 
during the period. Includes only funds focused exclusively 
on these regions and strategies.

$8.8b
Amount raised for emerging markets credit funds 
in 2016, according to data compiled by Bloomberg
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Q&A

Look Beyond the Politics as  
Turkey ‘Upside is Bigger Than  
the Downside’: Turkven’s Tari

Q: What is your strategy?
A: The big theme in emerging markets 
across the world has been the rising con-
sumer. It you look at your credit card 
statement, all of the line items there are 
possible investments for us. We have 
invested in education, hospitals, pay-TV, 
home security, furniture, apparel and 
fast food businesses.

Between 2002 and 2014, our invest-
ments performed well. But in the past 
two or three years, emerging markets 
went out of fashion. And commodity 
prices went down, oil went down, and 
for the first time we realized that we were 
selling a lot to the Middle East consumer, 
and that they were buying less. 

There was also a lot of political turmoil 
in our region and that has affected 
tourism. It has affected Western fund 
flows and our politics. The last few years 
have been more difficult in that sense. 

Q: You raised your last fund in 2012. 
How do you ride out the turmoil, given 
your investment horizon? 
A: It is a challenge. We invested at a 
healthy pace between 2012 and 2014. 
Starting in 2014, there was so much volatil-
ity around the Turkish lira that company 
owners didn’t know how to price their 
companies. And, honestly, we didn’t 
know how to price them. We thought that 
valuations should come down. But there 
is a lag. Company owners take their time 
to decide to come down from their pedes-
tals. So we haven’t been able to agree on 
pricing for almost the past two-and-a-half 
years. It wasn’t a conscious decision to 
wait, but that’s how it turned out. 

Unfortunately for Turkey, in 2014, 2015 
and 2016, we had election after election. 
But, after two or three years of holding 

their breath, many companies are coming 
to the market so there is a lot of deal flow. 
Because the Turkish lira is extremely 
depressed, it may be a good time to buy 
Turkish lira assets. Probably the upside is 
bigger than the downside. 

Q: Have you made any investments in 
the past two-and-a-half years? 
A: No, we didn’t. We just couldn’t agree 
on the pricing. 

Q: What does it mean for your 2012 
fund? Has the investment period been 
extended? 
A: Yes, we did extend the investment 
period. Our investors have approved 
the extension, around and even after 
the coup attempt. So they have shown 
great solidarity. 

Q: What do you think will happen in the 
next year? 
A: We hope to do three, four or even five 
deals over the next year. The deals we 
did prior to the downturn were on the 
basis of a more expensive lira exchange 
rate, so those have had a tougher time 
growing in hard currency value. If things 
revert to mean and the devaluation 
is closer to inflation, so we don’t lose 
because of the exchange rate, we should 
have healthy returns. Typically, even 
over the past three years, on average we 
have grown our companies 25 percent in 
local currency terms. 

Q: What’s your outlook on Turkey?
A: The good thing, the silver lining, is that 
most of our issues have been political 
rather than macro fundamentals. Turkey 
still has little debt, a young, large popu-
lation, and we have good companies that 

have high potential in the region. We also 
have very good managers. Politics has 
really gotten in the way. In a sense, it is 
easier because the problems are not to do 
with economic momentum.

Q: What concerns you most? 
A: Turkey is next to a very complicated 
region. If the conflict gets worse, if Iran 
goes on an adventurous path and clashes 
with the U.S. etc, if things turn sour, we 
will somehow be affected. We had to open 
our doors to 2.5 million Syrian refugees, 
which is a big burden. But it’s a noble 
cause. It has a huge social cost as well. We 
have to hope that the region stabilizes. 

Q: Where are the biggest 
opportunities? 
A: The biggest opportunity is to buy 
companies at attractive multiples. With 
a weak lira, and if the political situa-
tion cooperates, you could really get the 
benefit of selling at higher multiples and 
potentially a higher exchange rate further 
down the line. 

Q: How do your investors feel about 
Turkey? 
A: They are very confused. They find 
it very difficult to understand. Most of 
them are in wait-and-see mode. Some of 
them have more global emerging markets 
portfolios and are more understanding 
because they can see interesting things 
happening around the world in emerging 
markets. They put things in perspective 
and they think ‘maybe it’s not so horrible.’

Many, many emerging markets could 
have ups and downs. But many Western 
markets are having huge discontinuities 
too. There is no shortage of volatility in 
the world.

Ainslie Chandler interviewed Seymur Tari, CEO and founder of Turkven Private Equity, on March 1 at the  
SuperReturn International conference in Berlin. His comments have been edited and condensed for clarity.

XX  Market has been hit by political and currency volatility and low oil prices, which has reduced spending in  
neighboring Middle Eastern markets
XX Deal flow is returning to the Turkish market after years of stagnation
XX Targeting up to five deals over the next year 
XX Turkven has assets under management of $2 billion
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Investors Bullish on Brazil, Despite 
a Fundraising Slump in the Region
By DANA PARDINI

LATAM OUTLOOK

ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL turmoil 
in Latin America has not deterred Scott 
Mackin, managing partner and co-pres-
ident of Denham Capital Management 
LP, from investing in renewable energy 
projects and gas-fired generation in  
the region.

“[It] has been pretty big for us, partic-
ularly in Brazil,” Mackin, who heads the 
firm’s power team, said.

“We’re now focusing on Mexico and 
domestic Central America, and we keep 
a watchful eye for opportunities  
in Chile.”

Denham and other global emerging 
markets specialists like the Abraaj Group 
are optimistic on the Latin American 
market despite continuing unrest in 
Brazil, the region’s biggest economy. 
President Michel Temer, who took over 
after the impeachment of Dilma Rousseff 
last year, is pushing ahead with unpop-
ular austerity measures even as its 
economy struggles to recover.

Shrinking Funds
Fundraising for exclusively Latin America 
and Caribbean-focused funds plum-
meted to $3.2 billion in 2016, a 32 percent 
fall from 2015’s $4.7 billion, according to 
data compiled by Bloomberg. A total of 16 
funds were launched last year, compared 
with 25 in 2015.

Mackin, whose firm has about $8.4 
billion under management in power, oil 
and gas and mining assets, sees another 
side to the market. 

Some reasons to be positive on the 
region, he said, are its “vibrant exit” 
market, urbanization and growing 
middle class. 

Mackin said his firm is bullish on 
power investments in Latin America 
because of opportunities to provide 
lower cost electricity and get back long-
dated power purchase agreements. 

There are also “lots of U.S. dollar 
denominated deals,” he said, referring to 
the power sector, “and in Brazil, where 
we transact in Reais, 100 percent index-
ation to local inflation, which provides 
an implicit currency hedge.”

Bulls
In June last Year, Abraaj’s regional head, 
Miguel Olea, said the firm would double 
its assets under management in Latin 
America to about $1.5 billion over the 
next five years, Bloomberg reported at 
the time.

“We’re looking at ways to make 
investments outside the Pacific Alliance 
to manage about 20 percent of the port-
folio outside that group of countries,” 
Olea, who is based in Mexico City, said 
in an interview with Bloomberg at the 
World Economic Forum in Medellin, 
Colombia in June. “We can’t ignore 
Brazil and Argentina.”

Bears
Other investors are not as keen. 
“Brazil continues to be the big 

Latam and Caribbean Fundraising
Amounts raised vs. funds launched

disappointment,” according to David 
Fann, president and chief executive 
officer of TorreyCove Capital Partners 
LLC, who has advised organizations 
that have committed over $25 billion in 
private equity investments, said.

“There are some emerging ideas such 
as Columbia, Peru, Chile, but overall per-
formance has been underwhelming for 
most groups operating in those markets.”

Strong U.S. dollar appreciation has 
hindered investments and returns in the 
market, according to Fann. 

“Even if you performed exceptionally 
well on a local currency basis, the trans-
lation back into dollars has really hurt,” 
he said in an emailed response to ques-
tions on March 28. 

“It’s like swimming against a strong 
rip current — no matter how hard you 
work, it’s been near impossible to make 
much headway.

“With that said, at some point, all of 
this should reverse.”

Outlook
Indeed, investors may soon feel com-
pelled to take another look at Brazil. 

Moody’s Investor Service recently 
upgraded its outlook on Brazil to stable 
from negative. 

The ratings company said the 
economy is stabilizing, inflation is falling 
and a recovery in economic growth is 
expected this year. 

“A positive reform momentum 
emerged last year, indicating improved 
functioning of institutions that would 
support implementation of fiscal 
reforms,” Moody’s said in a statement 
in March.

There are other signs of improvement 
elsewhere in the region. Mexico’s  
peso has gone from last year’s worst- 
performing major currency to this  
year’s best.

67 Funds  
Launched

$1.9b

$7.9b

$4.7b
$3.2b

$11.4b

16 Funds  
Launched

Source: Bloomberg; Note: Includes funds that held closes 
during the period. Includes only funds focused exclusively 
on these regions and strategies.

2012 2016
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Actis’ sole focus for nearly eight 
decades has been investing in growth 
markets. Today we invest in over 45 

countries across 
Africa, Asia and 
Latin America, 
in a broad range 
of sectors — 
from generating 
and distributing 
power, to high-
growth health 
care, financial ser-
vices and edu-

cation businesses, to some of Africa’s 
leading offices and shopping malls. 

In every sector and across every 
country, we invest in assets that benefit 
from the two fundamental long-term 
themes that underpin our strategy: the 
rise of an increasingly urbanized middle 
class demanding quality goods and ser-
vices, and the resulting demand for 
better physical and social infrastructure 
to support economic growth.

Demographers predict that 80 
percent of the world’s middle class will 
live outside of Western nations by 2030. 
 We believe that helping mid-market 
companies grow and institutionalize rep-
resents a roughly $5 trillion opportunity 
in the next 20 years. 

Private Equity
Across the $5.5 billion we have invested 
in private equity, we take a long-term 
perspective. We invest in trends which 
are not primarily driven by commodity 
prices or currencies, like the financial 
services sector, where the accelerating 
shift from cash to electronic payment 
is fundamentally independent of 
changes in macro variables like com-
modity prices or GDP growth. This kind 
of opportunity allows macroeconomic 
shocks to be absorbed and can in fact 
provide an ability to take advantage of 
market dislocations.

The Growth Market Investment 
Gap That’s Waiting to Be Filled
By GLEN MATSUMOTO AND NATALIE KOLBE, Actis

GUEST COMMENTARY

Infrastructure 
In infrastructure, roughly 1.3 billion 
people — around a quarter of the 
world’s population — remain without 
electricity. Even for those with electric-
ity, supply is often irregular and expen-
sive. We estimate that during over the 
next 20 years this supply gap will rep-
resent a roughly $4 trillion opportunity 
for growth markets investors in energy 
infrastructure alone.

U.S. institutional investors have 
awoken to this opportunity. Our  
most recent infrastructure fund was  
significantly oversubscribed, even  
after raising our target fund size to  
$2.75 billion.

The emerging markets infrastruc-
ture sector got off to a rocky start in the 
1990s, when many governments wanted 
foreign capital without providing ade-
quate regulatory and legal frameworks 
to support sustainable investment. 
However, many have since recognized 
that infrastructure investment is a cat-
alyst for GDP growth and have taken 
subsequent steps to provide stronger 
regulatory and legal environments.

Nonetheless, among infrastructure 
funds closed in 2016, the capital raised 
for investment in the U.S. and Europe 
was five times greater than that raised 
to fund assets in all other regions com-
bined, according to Preqin. 

This means, paradoxically, that many 
now believe the most attractive invest-
ment returns available in infrastructure 
today are available in growth markets, 
rather than from more competitive 
— and potentially overbid — U.S. and 
European assets. 

The infrastructure investment oppor-
tunity is therefore embedded in this sig-
nificant gap between perceived and 
actual investment risk in certain emerg-
ing markets. This prospect attracts not 
only investors seeking returns from 
capital gains, but also those looking 

to invest for the longer term, in estab-
lished, yielding businesses.

Actis is not alone in seeing this oppor-
tunity. Over the last six years we have 
experienced an uptick in demand for 
infrastructure assets from many big 
name investors. 

On the one 
hand, it is benefi-
cial to emerging 
markets private 
equity overall 
when global 
players enter our 
markets — particu-
larly in Africa — as 
it increases inves-
tor awareness and 
education on emerging market oppor-
tunities. However, in order to succeed 
and deliver returns to investors, Actis 
has found that it is important to be “of” 
these markets, not simply “in” them.

In the countries in which we invest, 
our people went to school and uni-
versity locally and know the business 
environment inside out. Delivering 
competitive returns in emerging 
markets requires strong local presence 
to navigate complex macroeconomic, 
currency, political and regulatory 
changes. Being part of the local com-
munity allows us to better understand 
counterparty risk, to identify the right 
people to trust, to build proprietary 
deal flow, to develop new angles on 
deals, and to navigate constantly  
changing markets.

In recent years we have seen some of 
the large players with limited local pres-
ence and relationships “flying out” of 
our markets. They have discovered that 
is one thing to spot an opportunity, but 
quite another to realize it and to make an 
investment work from origination to exit.

This column does not necessarily reflect the 
opinion of Bloomberg LP and its owners.

Many investors are overlooking the opportunity in emerging markets infrastructure, despite the spike in prices paid for 
U.S. and European assets, according to Actis partner Glen Matsumoto and global head of private equity Natalie Kolbe.

Natalie Kolbe

Glen Matsumoto
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Q: What are the biggest risks you 
face investing in these managers and 
emerging markets in general?
A: There are real risks and perceived 
risks. Some LPs think that all emerging 
markets are risky. We think that if you 
select local funds, who know the coun-
tries and understand the local specificities 
and environment, you can significantly 
reduce those risks. For example, we 
do not invest in infrastructure or real 
estate or extractive sectors, because we 
see them being more prone to govern-
ment intervention. By not selecting those 
sectors, we reduce our risks significantly.

We try to focus on those investing 
in the rising middle class. Eighty-five 
percent of the global population is living 
outside Europe and the U.S. That’s 85 
percent of the world’s consumers or 
future consumers. And if the world is 
successful in achieving the sustainable 
development goals, people will become 
wealthier, they will want to send their 
children to better schools, to have access 
to health care and mobile phones and to 
be able to pay virtually.

What we want to do is invest in local 
companies in those markets, companies 
in Kenya and Vietnam and Colombia, 
who are able to provide goods and ser-
vices to the local population. By doing 
that, we select sectors that are less 
dependent on some of the macro situa-
tions in the country and are less affected 
by the potential currency risk and polit-
ical risk. We select funds that invest in 
businesses that are fundamentally focus-
ing on what people need, and are likely 
to need even in a downturn.

Micro Factors Weigh Mightily 
in Sarona’s Decision Making, 
Mnatsakanian Says

Q&A

Q: You have mentioned the theme of 
the growing middle class, but which 
markets and sectors do you specifi-
cally see the most opportunities in?
A: It’s spread. We want to give our LPs 
diversified access. The markets that we 
have seen recent devaluations in are 
attractive. For example, Egypt devalued 
its currency in November 2016 and before 
that there was a lot of reluctance for us to 
invest. But since the devaluation, there 
are a lot of interesting opportunities.

In Vietnam, we have seen that still 
the Gross National Incomes are quite 
low but the retail sector is growing. It 
is quite fragmented, so it is harder for 
bigger buyout funds to come in. So for 
smaller midmarket companies, it is 
quite attractive.

In Brazil, we have seen some interest-
ing agricultural funds that are focusing 
on building platforms.

Across the board, for us, we think  
that micro is much more important  
than macro; 80 percent micro, 20 
percent macro. We think that almost  
in any market, you can find opportuni-
ties that are interesting. India is  
becoming more hot for private equity  
lately but we still think there are some  
interesting opportunities.

Q: Is there more competition for deals 
in emerging markets? 
A: For large buyouts, there is more com-
petition, and the multiples are becom-
ing more expensive. But we don’t 
operate in that space. In the sector that 
we focus on, the small-to-mid market, 
there is not as much, so there are a 

lot more available deals and multiples 
are a lot lower and more attractive. 
Successful managers can help build 
those companies then later command 
those higher multiples and premiums.

Q: What worries you about the market? 
A: What you see is that there is a lot  
of uncertainty. 

At the same time, if you look at the 
stronger dollar, the valuations are very 
attractive. On the investment side, 
there are loads of great opportunities to 
invest. So you see a bit of mismatch. By 
the time it gets expensive again, every-
one will want to invest. It’s one of those 
difficult things. 

Q: How do you manage the ESG 
process with your fund managers?
A: It is very important in general but 
especially in those markets to really 
get to know the people over time. The 
integrity of the team and the key people 
involved is essential. Our partners have 
spent a long time getting to know the 
managers. For Sarona, ESG is embed-
ded in all of the stages, it’s not sepa-
rate. It is integral. We would not select 
a manager who does not have good 
standards in place. Because we invest 
in local funds who are often seeded by 
DFIs, they have to have good processes 
in place or they would not get any 
capital from the DFIs. There have only 
been two cases where the managers did 
not have the policies in place but they 
were willing to learn, so we worked 
very closely with them to help create 
the right policies on ESG.

Ainslie Chandler interviewed Narina Mnatsakanian, director of impact, ESG and investor relations at 
Sarona, on Feb. 28. Comments have been edited and condensed for clarity.

XX Mutiples remain attractive in small buyouts
XX Sees investment opportunities in Egypt, Vietnam’s retail sector and Brazilian agriculture 
XX Sarona is a fund-of-funds manager investing in impact-focused emerging markets funds, with 

about $200 million in assets under management 
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Investors often cite the burgeoning middle class in emerging markets as a driver behind many major investment  
decisions, as wealthier populations will increase demand for products and services including health care, consumer 
goods and education. Still, markets vary by region. Here are some insights into the threats and opportunities facing 
regional and single-country markets that fall into the emerging markets basket. Comments have been edited and  
condensed for clarity.

Bruce Flatt, Brookfield Asset Management 
chief executive officer, speaking on the 
company’s Feb. 9 earnings call.
“South America [is] recovering slowly, fol-
lowing the shock of low commodity prices 
and the unwind of excesses from the boom. 
We believe Brazil has bottomed but the polit-
ical aftershocks of the government investi-

gations are still being worked through. Chile, Colombia and 
Peru, while great countries, are also each dealing with their 
own set of discrete issues. But from an investment perspec-
tive, this has and continues to present us with great opportu-
nities in most of the countries and many of our businesses. 
India has made tremendous strides with its economy and 
recently reduced interest rates for the first time in this cycle. 
Despite this, the loan stress across the bank system needs to 
be worked through. And as a result, we’re being presented 
with a number of great opportunities across our businesses. 
In China, they continue to build out one of the greatest eco-
nomic transformations ever undertaken. We believe they will 
be successful, but one should always remember that trans-
formations never go in a straight line. As a result, we’re being 
very disciplined as we build our operations and investment 
strategies, but we continue to find interesting ways to invest.”

Arif Naqvi, Abraaj Group founder and  
chief executive, speaking at the 
SuperReturn International conference  
in Berlin on Feb. 28. 
“Urban environments are growing greater than 
the country environments, often at a ratio of 
two to one. When you look at Indonesia, if 
Indonesia is growing at 4 percent, you can bet 

your bottom dollar that Jakarta is growing at 8 percent. The 
same ratio holds true in Lagos and Nigeria, in Istanbul and 
Turkey, and Mexico City and Mexico. So from an alternative 
asset management perspective, what you can very safely say 
is that there continues to be some very fundamental oppor-
tunities to invest on the back of this relatively unprecedented 
growth. What that doesn’t mean is that there isn’t risk.”

Vishal Harnal, 500 Startups Partner, speak-
ing to Bloomberg Television  
in December. 
“The startup environment in Southeast Asia 
is going through a bit of a renaissance period 
right now. It’s a consumer economy. You’re 
awakening the beast; it’s coming alive as more 
and more people come out of the middle class. 

Anything that leverages on the consumers is going to do well in 
that market and we’re making bets in that space.”

Mauricio Salgar, managing director of Advent 
International Corp.’s Colombia unit, in an interview with 
Bloomberg in February. 
“Colombia last year solved two of the big questions that were 
left, in terms of the peace agreement and the tax reform, 
which had been polemic and lasted a long time. Now the dust 
is settled and we know were we stand. We’re very positive on 
Colombia in particular and on the region on a medium- to long-
term basis. We’re coming out of two years that were very hard 
for Colombia and now we should see growth returning. This is 
a country that’s getting close to 50 million in population, a very 
interesting local market and companies that can grow even 
outside Colombia, which is what we’re actively looking for.”

Sebastian Togelang, founding partner of Jakarta-based 
Kejora Ventures, in a March interview with Bloomberg.
“Southeast Asia at this stage somewhat resembles China from 
around 2006, where the digital sector began to grow rapidly but 
at the same time, there weren’t many exits by internet compa-
nies in China at that time. So it’s only a matter of time before we 
see more and more exits in Southeast Asia, including IPOs.”

Jim Coulter, TPG co-founder and  
co-chief executive officer, speaking  
in Mumbai on March 17.
“The world needs high returns. We’re at a 
period of time when we really need it. We have 
to be aware of risk but search for  
growth, something I think bodes well for  
the Indian market.”

Regional Perspectives
Compiled by AINSLIE CHANDLER

VERBATIM
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PRIVATE EQUITY IN India is beset by a 
trinity of predicaments.

The first is what managers get paid 
for: finding businesses that can deliver 
20 percent returns in an economy 
where asset valuations, at least in public 
markets, are already the most expensive 
in Asia.

A bigger problem is the frustra-
tion of knowing where the winners are 
hidden in the balance sheets of a largely 
state-owned banking system, but not 
being able to land them. That’s because 
lenders to these $180 billion in stressed 
assets could face jail time if they were 
to sell them at prices that would be fair 
to private-equity investors but too low 
for vigilance officers. With one govern-
ment-controlled bank’s former chair-
man arrested in January this year for 
making loans to the now-grounded 
Kingfisher Airlines Ltd., the lenders’ 
fear is far from irrational.

The third challenge is a plus-sized 
variant of the second, though most prac-
titioners are coy to address it at even 
otherwise candid events like the March 
Bloomberg private equity forum in 
Mumbai. That elephant in the room is 
Indian society’s desire to see the rich 
humiliated. Economics czars in New 
Delhi don’t get the gravity of this third 
vexation when they define India’s current 
state of affairs as a twin balance-sheet 
problem: Companies are overextended, 
and banks are undercapitalized.

The Private Jet Problem
It’s actually a triple balance-sheet 
problem. The business owners who 
have welshed on their debt haven’t  
had to make any visible personal  
sacrifices. Look at India’s private jet  
market — the spectacular growth in  

India Needs Private Equity  
to Create Corporate Losers
By ANDY MUKHERJEE, Gadfly Columnist

INDIA

aircraft ownership seen between 2005 
and 2010 has merely stalled. There’s no 
sign of deleveraging.

Having stoically put up with the dis-
location caused by Prime Minister 
Narendra Modi’s demonetization drive, 
the middle class and the poor have very 
little appetite for forgiving the debt taken 
on by the rich.

KKR & Co.’s India chief has given the 
government a plan: Move all soured 
debt above a limit to a government-man-
dated agency, and use private capital to 
revive the assets. For any such proposal 
to have popular acceptance, Modi needs 
to put the controlling families behind the 
57 corporate accounts that require hair-
cuts of 75 percent or more into a room 
with creditors and private-equity man-
agers. The government must indemnify 
bank managers for the losses they’ll have 
to take on such sales. But businessmen’s 
personal sacrifices will also have to be 
part of the deal.

The idea, in one sentence, should be 
to create a new class of corporate losers 

with the help of private equity. Get this 
right, and the taps to billions of dollars  
of global capital will open. And then,  
everybody in India, asset managers 
included, can get back to work —  free  
of the trilemma.

This column does not necessarily  
reflect the opinion of Bloomberg LP  
and its owners.

Cruising Altitude
Ownership of private planes and helicopters in India grew rapidly between 2005 and 2010

 Helicopters  Turbo props  Jets

2001 2015

Source: Business Aircraft Operations Association
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Finding Value Amid Froth
India overtakes Japan to become Asia’s  
most expensive stock market based on the  
one-year forward price to earnings ratio
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Q&A

Q: Describe your investment strategy 
when it comes to alternatives.
A: There’s this tendency people have 
to group things as either alternatives or 
not alternatives, so alternatives becomes 
this very broad category that encom-
passes a lot of different types of invest-
ments. We’re guilty of it ourselves, but 
at the same time we’re trying to get away 
from this idea that you have this broad 
bucket called alternative investments. 
For instance, private equity for us is pri-
marily a return enhancement vehicle. We 
would expect that over the long term our 
private equity portfolio would outper-
form public equities. Conversely, how we 
are using hedge funds today and how we 
intend to use them going forward is more 
of a risk mitigation and diversification 
tool, looking for strategies that are uncor-
related to the rest of our portfolio, which 
is mostly stocks and bonds. Something 
like real estate can play a lot of different 
roles. For us, it can provide an element of 
diversification, but it’s also about income 
generation and inflation protection.

Q: How do you pick funds to invest in?
A: Whether it be in the hedge fund, 
private equity, real estate space, etc., 
we’re generally looking for managers 
with strong long-term track record, as 
well as firms that offer strong alignment 
of interest for us — so our objectives and 
their objectives are aligned.  Those are 
managers that have a track record of pro-
ducing returns that tend to be better 
than their peers as well as firms that 
offer strong alignment of interest for us — 
so our objectives and their objectives are 
aligned. From there, we tend to focus on 
whether the manager displayed consis-
tency with regard to investment strategy; 

New Jersey Boosting Separate 
Accounts, Active in Credit Market

what the makeup of their team has been; 
and have they produced consistent 
top-quartile performance.

Today, we’re in an environment 
where most asset classes appear to be 
either fairly valued to expensive by his-
torical measures. That being said, for 
the less liquid asset classes like private 
equity and real estate, we don’t really 
try to time those markets. We’re not 
going to say ‘wow private equity looks 
expensive today, so we’re not going to 
make any new commitments.’ We might 
scale back a bit in terms of our pacing, 
but we’re going to try to have a fairly 
consistent approach to allocating on an 
annual basis.

We do continue to see interesting 
opportunities in opportunistic credit. 
Those are strategies where you tend to 
be giving up a little liquidity, but you’re 
compensated in exchange in terms of a 
return premium over public markets. 
We’ve done a lot in that space over the 
last few years.

Q: How much of your private equity 
program is now in separate accounts 
and co-investments, compared to 
commingled fund investments?
A: We’re at about 40 percent in sepa-
rate accounts or co-investment vehicles 
and 60 percent in commingled funds. 
Typically, the separate accounts result in 
lower fees, so where we can we’ve been 
moving in that direction over time. That 
40 percent number is the result of us 
being pretty active in that space for the 
last few years. That being said, commin-
gled funds will continue to represent a 
significant portion of the portfolio, par-
ticularly in private equity and real estate, 
because if you want to access the best 

managers that’s going to be the primary 
way to do that.

Q: How have you reduced the list of PE 
managers you work with?
A: We haven’t reduced it in terms of 
the actual number of relationships we 
have because we continue to make new 
commitments each year and private 
equity funds have a very long life. We 
just started investing in private equity 
10 years ago, so we haven’t reached 
the point yet where fund relation-
ships are rolling off. We did do a private 
equity secondary sale five years ago 
or so and that reduced the number 
by some. Overall, the number contin-
ues to increase incrementally year over 
year. Our preference at this point is to 
allocate or re-up with existing man-
agers that we already have a relation-
ship with. So the bar is high for new 
relationships, but in any given year it 
wouldn’t surprise me to see us within 
private equity or real estate make one 
or two commitments to firms we hadn’t 
invested with in the past.

Q: Are you looking at hybrid funds?
A: Yes. In our opportunistic credit 
bucket, a lot of the investments we’ve 
made there would fit that mold. They 
have a life somewhere between a hedge 
fund and a private equity fund. They typ-
ically have a preferred return because 
their capital is locked up. We think those 
types of structures make a lot of sense.

Q: What regions are you interested in? 
We heard some pensions were looking 
into European funds, for instance.
A: We’ve been pretty active in Europe in 
real estate as well as private equity. 

Melissa Karsh interviewed Chris McDonough, director of New Jersey Division of Investment, on  
March 22. Comments  have been edited and condensed for clarity.

XX Says the New Jersey Division of Investment has about 40 percent of its private  
equity program in separate accounts and 60 percent in commingled vehicles
XX Sees “interesting” opportunities arising in opportunistic credit strategies
XX Sets the bar high for investing with new private fund managers
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Private Funds Grab  
More Cash in 1Q 
By AINSLIE CHANDLER

FUNDRAISING REVIEW

Globally, $164.1 billion was raised for private funds, including strategies like buyouts, real assets, real estate, venture 
capitals and credit, during the first quarter of 2017, up 22 percent from $134.4 billion in the same period of 2016, according 
to data compiled by Bloomberg. Here are some insights on some of the sector’s most sought-after strategies.

Venture Capital Fundraising
Amount closed vs. number of funds launched

87 Funds  
Launched

130 Funds  
Launched

$8b

$15b
$12b

$18b $17b

$14b
$13b $12b

$10b

Source: Bloomberg; *Note: Includes funds that held closes during the period. Includes only funds focused exclusively on these regions and strategies

1Q 2015 1Q 2017

North American Buyouts Fundraising
Amount closed vs. number of funds launched*

1Q 2015 1Q 2017

16 Funds  
Launched

24 Funds  
Launched

$20b

$10b

$18b

$36b

$20b

$25b

$17b

$33b
$32b

Global Secondaries Fundraising
Amounts raised vs. number of funds raised

1Q 2015 1Q 2017

4 Funds  
Launched

4 Funds  
Launched

$1.8b

$6.9b

$1.4b
$0.4b

$12b

$17b
$15b

$9.5b
$7.9b

VC Launches Spike Shows Optimism
Venture capital funds closed on just  
$10 billion in the first quarter of 2017,  
the lowest level for at least two  
years, according to data compiled  
by Bloomberg.

The drop follows a period of low 
capital contributions and relative 
underperformance for the asset class, 
according to Cambridge Associates. 
Cambridge’s latest figures show that in 
the third quarter of 2016, venture capital 
funds called $3.1 billion from investors to 
make deals, the lowest level for six years.

Distributions continued apace, with 
$5.4 billion distributed, up 16 percent on 
the prior quarter. 

There are signs of optimism in the 
sector, with 130 new funds launched in 
the first quarter, including 79 in North 
America alone.

Buyouts Continue Rebound Trend
The North American buyouts sector 
showed signs of strength in the first 
quarter, with $32 billion of capital closed 
on, down slightly on the $33 billion 
raised in the final quarter of 2016 but 
up more than 58 percent on the same 
period last year.  

During the first quarter, 24 new 
buyout funds launched, the same  
number that launched in the first three 
months of 2016, data compiled by 
Bloomberg show.  

The biggest fund closed in the quarter 
was Platinum Equity Capital Partners, 
which got $6.5 billion, according to a 
statement at the time.

Secondaries Fundraising Muted 
The global secondaries market 
remained muted in the first quarter, 
with  $7.9 billion in capital closed on, 
compared with $12 billion in the same 
period of 2016, according to data com-
piled by Bloomberg.  

The weaker fundraising environment 
comes amid concerns about pricing and 
the amount of money chasing deals in 
the secondaries market. Four new funds 
were launched for the strategy, down 
from 12 one year earlier.

However, secondaries fund manag-
ers remain optimistic, with 60 percent of 
the 40 managers surveyed by data pro-
vider Preqin saying they expected their 
total transaction values would be higher 
in 2017 than in 2016.
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